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Abstract
The PREDIS project website www.predis-h2020.eu was published 12.10.2020. The project website is the
primary means of sharing project information and outreach. The project website is designed for both
internal and external communication. It includes the basic information of the project, targeting also to the
stakeholders and project’s important group of interest, the end users. The website was developed and will
be developed further and maintained by VTT throughout the project duration.
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1

Introduction

The PREDIS project website was published 12.10.2020. This Deliverable gives a short description of the D1.1
Project website of PREDIS  Pre-disposal management of radioactive waste project, and plans of developing
the project website. The website was developed and is maintained by the coordinator VTT.

2 The project website of PREDIS
The project website is the main communication tools for the PREDIS project. The primary means of sharing
project information and outreach will be done via the project website, which is designed for both internal and
external communication. Public areas will include information of interest to a wide community, while the internal
section will allow for documentation and sharing among project participants. The project website will establish
a brand identity (logo) to be internationally recognised.

2.1 Contents of the website
The appearance of the landing page of the web page are shown in Figure 1. The official address of the web
page is https://predis-h2020.eu/. In October 2020, the initial contents of the website are:













Home page with general project information (project basic information, technical background,
objectives and summary)
Description of the work packages (WPs) with contact information of the WP leaders
Project consortium members, including name and logo
Information of the events organised by PREDIS project and the events that PREDIS project will
participate to
Dissemination activities page, which includes the first press release, and will later include public
reports, presentations, videos and newsletter
Technical insights page, including innovation blogs and webinars.
A dedicated page is for WP3 Knowledge management, which plays a major role in cooperation with
the EJP project EURAD (https://www.ejp-eurad.eu/)
Presentation and contact details of the project Management Team consisting of WP leaders
End User Group page with contact information for requestion application to become a member of
PREDIS End User Group
Signing page to join the PREDIS stakeholder list to receive e.g. Newsletter
General contact details for the coordinator
Acknowledgement of the EC project financing and grant number.
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Figure 1. The landing page of PREDIS website as in October 2020.

2.1.1

Development plans

The PREDIS website basic structure is ready, but it will be developed further and maintained actively
throughout the project duration. The reservation of the domain name has been made by VTT for a contract
period of five years. All WP leaders and partners are welcome to suggest updates and additional content to
the web page. The future development plans include:









Dedicated pages for each work packages (WP2, WP4-7)
Adding photographs and videos for media (Dissemination page).
Adding content from public presentations, for instance youtube videos from PREDIS lectures given
in September and October 2020 (cooperation with EURAD project training and dissemination)
Links to other projects and sites of interest, where there is cooperation and linkage with PREDIS
objectives.
Link to PREDIS project E-library (MS TEAMS with limited access): to classify and distribute technical
documentation (approved results available in reports and papers).
Technical glossary and definitions.
Technical discussion forum (limited access).
Connection to social media applications (LinkedIn, Twitter, IG, Facebook).

At least twice a year, VTT Communications department plans will provide to the Coordinator and management
team a summary report about the number of visitors to the project page and the duration of their visits.
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